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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev16
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev15
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4425.
55788 Save in drive for webmail user not usable
General problem that might occur if an action gets chained.
Once an undeﬁned list element was present the check always returned true now(”draw it”).
55776 Spamexperts not working with https
Basic-auth information only provided in ”Authorization” header for HTTP protocol, but not for
HTTPS.
This has been solved by always providing basic-auth information in ”Authorization” header regardless of used protocol and refactored to use newer HttpClient library.
55748 Wrong sieve rule written when using ”start/end with”
The ’starts with’ and ’ends with’ simpliﬁed rules got mixed up.
Properly parse starts- and ends with match types to solve this issue.
555692 Mobile UI changes layout in jslob
Jslob saves also stores ﬁxed settings that are applied for smartphones only.
This has been ﬁxed by not saving ’layout’, ’showContactPictures’ and ’showCheckboxes’ for mobile
devices.
55583 OX Help Docs language error on Calendar module header
The header of the respective ﬁle was adjusted to get the right translation.
55574 Wrong sort order when using ﬂag as sort option
Sortorder was adjusted. Note: Selecting a speciﬁc sort ﬁeld (other than ”date”) when mails are
grouped by conversations might still yield ”strange” results since a conversation’s mails are statically sorted by ”date” and only the top mail of each conversations is considered for sorting the
conversation groups. Having a ﬂagged mail in the midst of a conversation does not sort that mail
to the top since only conversation’s newest mail is considered.
55362 Translation missing on upload timeout error
Added missing translation.
55298 Maximum conﬁgured sized needs to be ﬁxed for Japanese Error message
Fixed translation for ”Maximum conﬁgured sized”.
55284 Possible to change threadSupport if protected
We had no consistently check if threadSupport was enabled.
in case ’threadSupport’ is disabled also a potentially active folder viewoption ’thread’ is ignored to
oslve this issue.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

55788, 55776, 55748, 555692, 55583, 55574, 55362, 55298, 55284,
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